Workshop on Change the way we teach
Conducted by School Principal ,Ms.Anuradha Govind
Change your vision ,Your vision will change you.

In order to implement the single couplet, and to make teaching children not just a job but the
job of changing lives, a workshop on “Change the way we teach” was conducted for JMIS
family.The underlined thought behind the workshop was to change the way one teaches so
as to improve the way students learn.
The course for the morning was set through the famous scene from the Hindi movie-3 IdiotsFahrenheit trait prerajulisation
An effective teacher is not the one in whose presence and in whose class there is pin drop
silence; but where learning occurs. An learning only occurs in a happy and a joyful
environment. To imbibe this belief upon the minds of a teacher members the resource person
Ms. Anuradha Govind, school principal JMIS held reins firmly in her hand. Without saying
much she introduced the concept of effective teaching through a “Rhythmatics”.At the end
of the video a detailed discussion on the characters revealed to all involved how complacency
in teaching can be risky at the same time how a fresh approach can make learning an effective
reality.
This was followed by a detailed analytical and interactive session discussing various aspects
of improving teaching methods Ms. Anuradha Govind took the initiative by giving an in-depth
outline on the Do’s Don’t’s of teaching. She took the lead by quoting various examples and
suggesting techniques in order to improve teaching. By involving all the staff members the
teacher slowly shared their inhibitions and shared anecdotes of their experiences freely. The
takeaway from the workshop was how to engage each and every child of the class so that
learning take place and at the same make
learning a fun filled activity.
The session was summarised by stressing upon and reiterating the important elements of
teaching. Various teaching strategies like games quizzes class discussions group activities
using AVs etc were also discussed thoroughly.
How to take beyond the classrooms and textbooks and importance of humour was touched.
The session ended on a positive note where in each teacher understood how to deal with the
various challenges that the teacher face and come out to become a great teacher.

